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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Two or more semiconductor chips mounted by keeping predetermined spacing toward

said 1st side side and the 2nd side side which counters from the 1st side side of said one principal

plane on the 1 principal plane of a substrate Arrange inside the cavity of shaping metal mold
with said substrate, and resin is poured into the interior of said cavity toward the 2nd side side

after that from the 1st side side of one principal plane of said substrate. The manufacture

approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having had the process which forms the

resin seal object which carries out package closure of said two or more semiconductor chips, and

having fiirther the process which removes the impurity which remains to one principal plane of

said substrate before the process which forms said resin seal object.

[Claim 2] The process which removes the impurity which remains to one principal plane of said

substrate in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 1 is the

manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by carrying out by the plasma

cleaning method.

[Claim 3] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by being

what carries out surface roughening of the one principal plane of said substrate while removing

the impurity with which said plasma cleaning method remains to one principal plane of said

substrate in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 3.

[Claim 4] The process which removes the impurity which is equipped with the process which

mounts two or more of said semiconductor chips on the 1 principal plane of said substrate, and

remains at one principal plane of said substrate before the process which forms said resin seal

object ftirther in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 1 is the

manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by to carry out before the

process which is after the process which mounts two or more of said semiconductor chips, and

forms said resin seal object.

[Claim 5] The process which mounts said two or more semiconductor chips in the manufacture

approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 4 is the manufacture approach of the

semiconductor device characterized by including the process which connects electrically the

connection formed in one principal plane of said wiring substrate at one principal plane of the

process which carries out adhesion immobilization of said semiconductor chip, the electrode pad
formed in one principal plane of said semiconductor chip, and said wiring substrate by the

bonding wire.

[Claim 6] The manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having the

process which removes the impurity which remains on the front face ofthe electrode pad of said

semiconductor chip, and the front face of the connection of said substrate by the plasma cleaning
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method before the process which is after the process which carries out adhesion immobilization,

and connects said semiconductor chip electrically by said bonding wire fiirther in the

manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 5.

[Claim 7] It is the manufacture approach ofthe semiconductor device characterized by said

substrate being a resin substrate in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device

according to claim 1.

[Claim 8] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by said

substrate having the resin fihn in the one principal plane in the manufacture approach of a

semiconductor device according to claim 1.

[Claim 9] The two sides where said semiconductor chip is formed by the shape of a rectangle in

the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 1, and a flat surface

counters mutually [ said semiconductor chip ] are the manufacture approaches of the

semiconductor device characterized by crossing to the direction of grouting of said resin.

[Claim 10] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by mixing
many fillers in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 1, as for

said resin.

[Claim 1 1] Said resin is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by
being thermosetting resin of an epoxy system with which many fillers were mixed in the

manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 1

.

[Claim 12] The manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having
further the process which divides said resin seal object and said substrate for said every

semiconductor chip in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 1

after the process which forms said resin seal object.

[Claim 13] Two or more semiconductor chips mounted by keeping predetermined spacing

toward said 1st side side and the 2nd side side which counters from the 1st side side of said one
principal plane on the 1 principal plane of a substrate are arranged inside the cavity of shaping
metal mold with said substrate. Then, resin is poured into the interior of said cavity toward the

2nd side side fi-om the 1st side side of one principal plane of said substrate. The manufacture
approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having had the process which forms the

resin seal object which carries out package closure of said two or more semiconductor chips, and
having fiirther the process which performs a surface roughening process to one principal plane of
said substrate before the process which forms said resin seal object.

[Claim 14] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by
performing said surface roughening process by the plasma cleaning method in the manufacture
approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 13,

[Claim 15] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by being
what carries out surface roughening of the one principal plane of said substrate while removing
the impurity with which said plasma cleaning method remains to one principal plane of said

substrate in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 14.

[Claim 16] The process which is equipped with the process which mounts two or more of said
semiconductor chips, and performs said surface roughening process on the 1 principal plane of
said wiring substrate before the process which forms said resin seal object fiirther in the

manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 13 is the manufactxire

approach of the semiconductor device characterized by to carry out before the process which is

after the process which mounts two or more of said semiconductor chips, and forms said resin

seal object.
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[Claim 17] The process which mounts said two or more semiconductor chips in the manufacture

approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 16 is the manufacture approach of the

semiconductor device characterized by including the process which connects electrically the

connection formed in one principal plane of said wiring substrate at one principal plane of the

process which carries out adhesion immobiHzation of said semiconductor chip, the electrode pad

formed in one principal plane of said semiconductor chip, and said wiring substrate by the

bonding wire.

[Claim 18] The manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having the

process which performs washing processing to the front face ofthe electrode pad of said

semiconductor chip, and the front face of the cormection of said substrate by the plasma cleaning

method before the process which is after the process which carries out adhesion immobilization,

and connects said semiconductor chip electrically by said bonding wire fiirther in the

manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 17.

[Claim 19] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by said

substrate being a resin substrate in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device

according to claim 13.

[Claim 20] It is the manufacture approach ofthe semiconductor device characterized by said

substrate having a resin layer in the one principal plane in the manufacture approach of a

semiconductor device according to claim 13.

[Claim 21] The two sides where said semiconductor chip is formed by the shape of a rectangle in

the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 13, and a flat surface

counters mutually [ said semiconductor chip ] are the manufacture approaches ofthe

semiconductor device characterized by crossing to the direction of grouting of said resin.

[Claim 22] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by mixing

many fillers in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 13, as for

said resin.

[Claim 23] Said resin is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by
being thermosetting resin of an epoxy system with which many fillers were mixed in the

manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 13.

[Claim 24] The manufacture approach ofthe semiconductor device characterized by having

fiirther the process which divides said resin seal object and said substrate for said every

semiconductor chip in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim

13 after the process which forms said resin seal object.

[Claim 25] Two or more 1st semiconductor chips mounted by keeping predetermined spacing

toward said 1st side side and the 2nd side side which counters from the 1st side side of said one

principal plane on the 1 principal plane of a substrate, Two or more 2nd semiconductor chips by
which the laminating was carried out on said each 1st semiconductor chip, respectively Arrange

inside the cavity of shaping metal mold with said substrate, and resin is poured into the interior

of said cavity toward the 2nd side side after that from the 1st side side of one principal plane of

said substrate. The manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having

had the process which forms the resin seal object which carries out package closure of said two

or more semiconductor chips, and having fiirther the process which removes the impurity which

remains to one principal plane of said substrate before the process which forms said resin seal

object.

[Claim 26] The process which removes the impurity which remains to one principal plane of said

substrate in the manufacture approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 25 is the
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manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by carrying out by the plasma

cleaning method.

[Claim 27] Two or more 1st semiconductor chips mounted by keeping predetermined spacing

toward said 1st side side and the 2nd side side which counters from the 1st side side of said one

principal plane on the 1 principal plane of a substrate, Two or more 2nd semiconductor chips by
which the laminating was carried out on said each 1st semiconductor chip, respectively Arrange

inside the cavity of shaping metal mold with said substrate, and resin is poured into the interior

of said cavity toward the 2nd side side after that from the 1st side side of one principal plane of

said substrate. The manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having

had the process which forms the resin seal object which carries out package closure of said two
or more semiconductor chips, and having further the process which performs a surface

roughening process to one principal plane of said substrate before the process which forms said

resin seal object.

[Claim 28] It is the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by
performing said surface roughening process by the plasma cleaning method in the manufacture

approach of a semiconductor device according to claim 27.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] Especially this invention is appHed to the manufacturing technology of
the semiconductor device which adopts the package closure method by the transfer mold method
about the manufacturing technology of a semiconductor device, and relates to an effective

technique.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In manufacture of a semiconductor device, package closure oftwo
or more semiconductor chips mounted on the 1 principal plane of a substrate is carried out with

one resin seal object, and the method of dividing and manufacturing a resin seal object and a

substrate to coincidence for every (every product) semiconductor chip is leamed after that. About
this manufacture, it is indicated by the JP,8-107161,A (well-known reference 1) list at JP,2000-

12578,A (well-known reference 2), for example. Moreover, the approach of forming in the well-

known reference 1 the resin seal object which carries out package closure by the potting method
is indicated, and the approach of forming in the well-known reference 2 the resin seal object

which carries out package closure by the transfer mold method is indicated.
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[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] this invention person etc. found out the following

troubles, as a result of examining how (it is hereafter called a transfer mold package closure

method) to form the resin seal object which carries out package closure by the transfer mold
method.

[0004] Drawing 23 thru/or drawing 26 are drawings ((A) is a typical top view and (B) is a typical

sectional view) showing the flow of the resin when forming a resin seal object by the transfer

mold package closure method in manufacture of the conventional semiconductor device, drawing

23 R> 3 thru/or drawing 26 — setting ~ 60 — a substrate and 60X ~ one principal plane of a

substrate 60, and 61 - a semiconductor chip and 62 - shaping metal mold and 62A - the punch

of the shaping metal mold 62, and 62B — the female mold of the shaping metal mold 62, and 63 -

- for a runner and 66, an air vent and 67A are [ a cavity and 64 / the gate and 65 / a void and S of

resin and 67B ] the directions of grouting of resin.

[0005] The transfer mold package closure method is adopted as manufacture of the BGA (Ball

Grid Aarray) mold semiconductor device of the package structure of having a substrate, a CSP
(Chip Size Package or Chip Scale Package) mold semiconductor device, etc. In manufacture of

this kind of semiconductor device, as shown in drawing 23 , in order to use the substrate 60

which two or more product formation field 60A kept predetermined spacing in 1 principal-plane

60X, and has been arranged in the shape of a matrix, two or more semiconductor chips 61

mounted in the substrate 60 also keep predetermined spacing, and are arranged in the shape of a

matrix.

[0006] By the transfer mold package closure method, as shown in this drawing, the shaping

metal mold 62 equipped with a cavity 63, the gate 64, a runner 65, cull (not shown), the pot (not

shown), and the air vent 66 grade is used, and resin 67A is poured into the interior of a cavity 63

through cull, a runner 65, and the gate 64 fi*om a pot.

[0007] As a substrate 60, since a rectangle-like thing is used for a flat surface, corresponding to

this, the flat-surface configuration of a cavity 63 also usually becomes rectangle-like. In this

case, since two or more gates 64 are established in one long side side of the two long sides where

a cavity 63 counters mutually along the long side of one of these so that homogeneity may be

filled up with resin 67A over the whole region inside a cavity 63, resin 67A is poured into the

interior of a cavity 63 toward the long side side of another side fi-om one long side side of a

substrate 60.

[0008] Thus, resin 67A poured into the interior of a cavity 63 flows toward the long side side of

another side from one long side side of a substrate 60, as shown in drawing 23 thru/or drawing

25 , and as shown in drawing 26 , the interior of a cavity 63 is filled up with it.

[0009] By the way, resin 67A poured into the interior of a cavity 63 flows along one principal

plane and side face of a semiconductor chip 61. Although resin 67A which flows along one

principal plane and side face of a semiconductor chip 61 flows in between semiconductor chips

61, since resin 67A which flows along with one principal plane of a semiconductor chip 61 has

flow barred by the semiconductor chip 61, the rate of flow is slower than resin 67A which flows

along the side face of a semiconductor chip 61. For this reason, void 67B occurs in the place

(refer to drawing 25 ) at which resin 67A which flows along with one principal plane of a

semiconductor chip 61, and resin 67A which flows along the side face of a semiconductor chip

61 cross. Although it becomes small gradually while this void 67B moves by the flow of resin

67A in a resin impregnation process, void 67C will remain in the place (refer to drawing 26 )

which serves as a shadow with a semiconductor chip 61 to the direction of grouting S of resin
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61A. By the transfer mold method, after restoration of resin is completed, the process which

makes small the void which applied the pressure higher than the pressure at the time of

impregnation, and was involved in into resin is given, but even if this process is given, since it is

quite larger than the void of extent which does not cause a popcom phenomenon at the time of a

heat cycle test, void 67C becomes the factor which reduces the yield of a semiconductor device.

[0010] Using thixotropic low mold material for the above-mentioned well-known reference 1

(JP,8-107161,A) as a means which prevents generating of the non-filling section, and using

vacuum degassing together fiirther in the aforementioned case are indicated. However, in the

transfer mold method, the problem of void generating is unsolvable by applying said means.

[001 1] When adopting the transfer mold method, the flow ofresin is controlled by impregnation

from the gate. So, the air in a cavity can be eliminated from an air vent until it fills up with resin

into a cavity by preparing an air vent in the gate, the location which counters, and the field to

which it fills up with resin at the end,

[0012] However, in the transfer mold method, if thixotropy is reduced to extent with which the

flow of resin is govemed by thixotropy or grouting velocity of resin is made low, control of the

flow of resin will become difficult and it will become impossible substantially to set up the

location of the air event which is BE ** prepared in the field to which it fills up with resin at the

end.

[0013] Therefore, in the transfer mold method, it is impossible by adopting a thixotropic low

object as resin to control the condition of the impregnation process of resin and to lose the

contamination of a void as a matter of fact.

[0014] Moreover, it aims at reducing the curvature by hardening contraction of closure resin, and

reducing the stress which uses the coefficient ofthermal expansion of resin as a semiconductor

chip and a near object for the purpose of making a dicing process easy, or is applied to a

semiconductor chip at the time of a heat cycle. Since thixotropy becomes high by existence of a

filler even when a lot of fillers (for example, 80% or more) are added to closure resin, and the

low object ofCHISO nature is adopted as mold material, thixotropy with low extent which

solves the contamination of a void cannot be obtained.

[0015] Moreover, in the transfer mold method, although it is possible to adopt the means of

vacuimi degassing which eliminates air bubbles out of resin by placing the semiconductor device

of the condition before resin hardening into the ambient atmosphere where an atmospheric

pressure is low, since impregnation and hardening of resin are perform within a cavity, the

approach of reducing a void by the vacuum degassing method is not employable [ after potting ]

in the potting method.

[0016] Since it is such and generating of a void cannot be prevented by applying the technique

indicated by the well-known reference 1 in the transfer mold method, it is necessary to adopt an

approach new as a cure against a void.

[0017] Then, since void 67B contacted one principal plane of a substrate 60 and remained as

shown in drawing 26 , this invention person etc. perceived the wettability of resin 67A to one

principal plane of a substrate 60, and accomplished this invention.

[0018] The purpose of this invention is to offer the technique which can aim at improvement in

the yield of a semiconductor device. As new along [ said ] this invention a description as the

other purposes will become clear by description and the accompanying drawing of this

specification.

[0019]

[Means for Solving the Problem] It will be as follows if the outline of a typical thing is briefly
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explained among invention indicated in this application.

(1) Two or more semiconductor chips mounted by keeping predetermined spacing toward said

1st side side and the 2nd side side which coimters from the 1st side side of said one principal

plane on the 1 principal plane of a substrate Arrange inside the cavity of shaping metal mold
with said substrate, and resin is poured into the interior of said cavity toward the 2nd side side

after that from the 1st side side of one principal plane of said substrate. It is the manufacture

approach of the semiconductor device characterized by having had the process which forms the

resin seal object which carries out package closure of said two or more semiconductor chips, and

having further the process which removes the impurity which remains to one principal plane of

said substrate before the process which forms said resin seal object. The process which removes

the impurity which remains to one principal plane of said substrate is performed by the plasma

cleaning method.

[0020] (2) Arrange two or more semiconductor chips mounted by keeping predetermined spacing

toward said 1st side side and the 2nd side side which counters from the 1st side side of said one

principal plane on the 1 principal plane of a substrate inside the cavity of shaping metal mold
with said substrate. Then, resin is poured into the interior of said cavity toward the 2nd side side

from the 1st side side of one principal plane of said substrate. It is the manufacture approach of

the semiconductor device characterized by having had the process which forms the resin seal

object which carries out package closure of said two or more semiconductor chips, and having

fiirther the process which performs a surface roughening process to one principal plane of said

substrate before the process which forms said resin seal object. Said surface roughening process

is performed by the plasma cleaning method.

[0021]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained

to a detail with reference to a drawing. In addition, in the complete diagram for explaining the

gestalt of implementation of invention, what has the same fiinction attaches the same sign, and
explanation of the repeat is omitted.

[0022] (Operation gestalt 1) This operation gestalt explains the example which applied this

invention to the semiconductor device of a BGA mold. Drawing 1 is drawing (typical sectional

view where the typical top view in the condition that (A) removed the resin seal object, and (B)

meet the a-a line of (A)) showing the outline configuration of the semiconductor device which is

the operation gestalt 1 of this invention, and drawing 2 is the typical sectional view which
expanded a part of drawing 1 (B).

[0023] As shown in drawing 1 and drawing 2 , semiconductor device 1A of this operation gestalt

mainly has the composition of having a substrate (wiring substrate) 2, a semiconductor chip 10,

two or more bonding wires 13, the resin seal object 14, and two or more letter electrode of

projection 15 grades. The closure of a semiconductor chip 10 and two or more bonding wires 13

is carried out with the resin seal object 14.

[0024] A semiconductor chip 10 is placed between 1 principal-plane (chip loading side) 2X
which a substrate 2 counters mutually, and 1 principal-plane 2X of other principal plane (rear

face) 2Y in a glue line 12, and adhesion immobilization is carried out. The flat-surface

configuration of a semiconductor chip 10 is formed by the shape of a rectangle, and is formed
with the square in this operation gestalt. The semiconductor chip 10 has the composition of
having the surface protective coat formed on the circuit forming face of the semi-conductor

substrate which consists of single crystal silicon, and this semi-conductor substrate as covered an
insulating layer, the multilayer-interconnection layer which accumulated two or more steps of
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each of a wiring layer, and this multilayer-interconnection layer. Polyimide resin is used as a

surface protective coat.

[0025] The control circuit is built in the semiconductor chip 10 as an integrated circuit. This

control circuit is constituted by wiring mainly formed in the transistor component and wiring

layer which were formed in the circuit forming face of a semi-conductor substrate.

[0026] Two or more electrode pads (bonding pad) 1 1 are formed in 1 principal-plane (circuit

forming face) lOX which a semiconductor chip 10 counters mutually, and 1 principal-plane lOX
of other principal planes (rear face) along each side of the periphery enclosure of a

semiconductor chip 10. Each oftwo or more of these electrode pads 1 1 is formed in the wiring

layer of the maximum upper layer of the multilayer-interconnection layers of a semiconductor

chip 10, and is electrically connected with the transistor component which constitutes a control

circuit. Each of two or more electrode pads 1 1 is formed by metal membranes, such as for

example, aluminum (almninum) film or alimiinium alloy film.

[0027] Although the substrate 2 is not illustrated in a detail, it has multilayer-interconnection

structure which accumulated each of an insulating layer and a conductive layer one by one. Each

insulating layer is formed with the glass epoxy group plate which infiltrated the resin of an epoxy

system into the glass fiber, and each wiring layer is formed by the metal membrane which

consists of copper (Cu). The flat-surface configuration of a substrate 2 is formed by the shape of

a rectangle, and is formed with the square in this operation gestalt.

[0028] Two or more connections (land) 3 set to 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 2 fi-om some
wiring formed in the conductive layer of the maximum upper layer are arranged. Moreover, the

resin film 4 which protects wiring formed in the conductive layer ofthe maximum upper layer is

formed in 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 2. Opening which exposes the firont face of a

connection 3 is formed in this resin film 4.

[0029] Two or more electrode pads (land) 5 set to rear-face 2Y of a substrate 2 fi-om some wiring

formed in the conductive layer of the lowest layer are arranged. Moreover, the resin film 6 which

protects wiring formed in the conductive layer of the lowest layer is formed in rear-face 2Y of a

substrate 2. Opening which exposes the front face of the electrode pad 5 is formed in this resin

film 6. The resin film 4 and 6 is formed by the resin of for example, an epoxy system, or the

resin of a polyimide system.

[0030] Two or more letter electrodes 15 of a projection fix to two or more electrode pads 5

arranged at rear-face 2Y of a substrate 2, respectively, and are connected to them electrically and

mechanically. The letter electrode 15 of a projection is formed by the ball-like bump who
consists of solder material of a Pb-Sn presentation for example.

[0031] The flat-surface configuration ofthe resin seal object 14 is formed by the shape of a

rectangle, and is formed with the square in this operation gestalt. The resin seal object 14 is

formed as a purpose which attains low stress-ization by the thermosetting insulation resin of an

epoxy system by which the filler (for example, silica) of for example, a phenol system curing

agent, silicone rubber, and a large number etc. was added.

[0032] Two or more electrode pads 11 arranged at 1 principal-plane 1OX of a semiconductor

chip 10 are electrically connected to two or more connections 3 arranged through a bonding wire

1 1 at 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 2, respectively. As a bonding wire 13, the golden (Au)

wire is used, for example, the ball bonding (nail head bonding) which used supersonic vibration

together to thermocompression bonding as a connection method of a bonding wire 13, for

example - law is used.

[0033] The resin seal object 14 and the appearance size of a substrate 2 have become almost the
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same, and the side face of the resin seal object 14 and a substrate 2 is flat-tapped. Li manufacture

of semiconductor device 1A of this operation gestalt, although explained to a detail later,

package closure of two or more semiconductor chips 10 mounted in one principal plane of a

substrate by keeping predetermined spacing is carried out with a resin seal object, and the

method of dividing and manufacturing a resin seal object and a substrate to coincidence every

(every product formation field) semiconductor chip 10 is adopted after that.

[0034] Drawing 3 is the typical top view of the substrate used for manufacture of semiconductor

device 1A of this operation gestalt, drawing 4 is the typical top view which expanded a part of

drawing 3 , and drawinig 5 is a typical sectional view which meets the b-b line ofdrawing 4 .

[0035] As shown in drawing 3 thru/or drawing 5 , the flat-surface configuration of a substrate

(wiring substrate) 20 is formed by the shape of a rectangle, and is formed in the rectangle in this

operation gestalt. In 1 principal-plane (chip loading side) 20X of a substrate 20, two or more
product formation fields 22 keep predetermined spacing, and are arranged in the shape of a

matrix at it. The chip loading field 22 is arranged in each product formation field 22, and two or

more connections 3 are arranged to the perimeter. Each product formation field 22 is arranged in

the mold field 21 in which a resin seal object is formed. The configuration of each product

formation field 22 has the same composition as a substrate 2. That is, the resin film (4) is formed

in 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 over the whole surface, and the resin film (6) is formed

in 1 principal-plane 20X and other principal planes (rear face) which counter over the whole

surface. In addition, each product formation field 22 is arranged in the condition ofhaving

separated mutually through the isolation region for dividing a substrate 20.

[0036] Drawing 6 is the typical top view showing the outline configuration of the punch of the

shaping metal mold used for manufacture of semiconductor device 1A of this operation gestalt,

drawing 7 is the typical top view showing the outline configuration of the female mold of said

shaping metal mold, and drawing 8 is the typical sectional view showing the outline

configuration of said shaping metal mold.

[0037] As shown in drawing 6 thru/or drawing 8 , the shaping metal mold 30 is equipped with a

cavity 31, two or more gates 32, two or more sub-runners 33, two or more Maine runners 34, two

or more culls 35, the connection runner 36, two or more air vents 37, two or more pots 38, and

substrate loading field 39 grade. Each configuration section of 31-37 is prepared in punch 30A,

and each configuration section of 38-39 is prepared in female mold. The flat-surface

configuration of a cavity 37 and the substrate loading field 39 is formed in the flat-surface

configuration corresponding to the flat-surface configuration of a substrate 20, and is formed in

the rectangle in this operation gestalt. The cavity 31 has become depressed in the depth direction

firom the mating face ofpunch 30A. The substrate loading field 39 has become depressed in the

depth direction fi-om the mating face of female mold 3OB.

[0038] In the shaping metal mold 30, resin is poured into the interior of a cavity 31 through cull

35, the Maine runner 34, a sub-runner 33, and the gate 32 fi-om a pot 38. Over the whole region

inside a cavity 63, as for two or more gates 32, resin is arranged at homogeneity along one long

side of the two long sides where a cavity 31 corresponds mutually so that it may fill up.

Therefore, resin is poured into the interior of a cavity 31 toward the long side side of another side

fi^om one long side side of a cavity 31. Two or more air vents 37 are arranged along with three

sides except one long side of a cavity 3 1 where the gate 32 has been arranged.

[0039] Next, manufacture of semiconductor device lA of this operation gestalt is explained

using drawing 9 thru/or drawing 16 . Drawing 9 , drawing 1010 , drawing 11 , and drawing 16

are the typical sectional views for explaining manufacture of a semiconductor device, and
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drawing 12 thru/or drawing 15 are drawings ((A) is a typical top view and (B) is a typical

sectional view) showing the flow ofthe resin when forming a resin seal object by the transfer

mold package method.

[0040] First, the substrate 20 shown in drawing 3 is prepared. Next, the glue line 12 which

consists of thermosetting resin of an epoxy system is formed in the chip loading field of each

product formation field of 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20, and after that, a glue line 12 is

placed between each chip loading field, a semiconductor chip 10 is carried, and as heat treatment

is performed, a glue line 12 is stiffened and it is shown in drawing 9 (A), adhesion

inraiobilization of the semiconductor chip 10 is carried out to each chip loading field. In this

process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 150 degrees C, the natural oxidation film is

formed in the fi-ont face of the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor chip 10, and the fi'ont face of

the connection 3 of a substrate 20. Moreover, impurities, such as a part for the fats and oils

contained in the resin film 4 and an organic solvent, serve as out gas, it is emitted, and the fi"ont

face of 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 20 and a connection 3, the firont face ofthe electrode

pad 11, etc. are polluted.

[0041] Next, as shown in drawing 9 (B), clarification processing is performed to the fi-ont face of

the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor chip 10, and the front face of the connection 3 of a

substrate 20, and impurities, such as natural oxidation film which remains on these fi'ont faces,

and a part for fats and oils, an organic solvent, are removed. This clarification processing is

performed by the plasma cleaning method for having used oxygen or argon gas.

[0042] Next, as shown in drawing 10 (A), the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor chip 10 and

the connection 3 of a substrate 20 are electrically connected by the bonding wire 13. In this

process, since impurities, such as natural oxidation film which remains on the front face of the

electrode pad 11 of a semiconductor chip 10 and the front face of the connection 3 of a substrate

20, and a part for fats and oils, an organic solvent, are removed at the clarification process of the

preceding paragraph, the connection dependabiHty of a wirebonding process improves.

Moreover, in this process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 125 degrees C, impurities, such

as a part for the fats and oils contained in the resin film 4 and an organic solvent, serve as out

gas, it is emitted, and 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 etc. is polluted. Moreover, in this

process, two or more semiconductor chips 10 are mounted in 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate

20.

[0043] Next, as shown in drawing 10 (B), clarification processing is performed to one principal

plane 20 of a substrate 20, and impurities, such as a part for the fats and oils which remains to 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20, and organic, are removed. This clarification processing is

performed by the plasma cleaning method for having used oxygen or argon gas. The plasma

cleaning method can carry out surface roughening of the front face of 1 principal-plane 20X of a
substrate 20 while being able to remove the impurities for fats and oils etc.

[0044] Next, as shown in drawing 1

1

, a substrate 20 is positioned between punch 30A of the

shaping metal mold 30, and female mold 30B, and two or more semiconductor chips 10 mounted
on 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 are arranged inside the cavity 31 of the shaping metal

mold 20 with a substrate 20. At this time, a substrate 20 is carried in the substrate loading field

39 established in female mold 3OB.

[0045] Next, from a pot 38, through cull 35, the Maine runner 34, a sub-runner 33, and the gate

32, the thermosetting resin ofan epoxy system is poured in and the resin seal object 24 which
carries out package closure oftwo or more semiconductor chips 10 mounted in 1 principal-plane

20X of a substrate 20 is formed in the interior of a cavity 31.
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[0046] In this process, since two or more gates 32 are formed along one long side of the two long

sides where a cavity 31 counters mutually so that homogeneity may be filled up with resin 24A
over the whole region inside a cavity 31 as shown in drawing 12 , resin 24A is poured into the

interior of a cavity 31 toward the long side side of another side from one long side side of a

substrate 20. At this time, the semiconductor chip 10 serves as arrangement with which the two
sides which coimter mutually intersect a right angle mostly to the direction of grouting S of resin

24A.

[0047] Resin 24A poured into the interior of a cavity 3 1 flows toward the long side side of

another side from one long side side of a substrate 20, as shown in drawing 12 thru/or drawing

14 , and as shown in drawing 15 , the interior of a cavity 3 1 is filled up with it.

[0048] Resin 24A poured into the interior of a cavity 31 flows along 1 principal-plane lOX and

the side face of a semiconductor chip 10. Although resin 24A which flows along 1 principal-

plane lOX and the side face of a semiconductor chip 10 flows in between semiconductor chips

10 Resin 24A which flows along with 1 principal-plane 1OX of a semiconductor chip 10 rather

than resin 24A which flows along the side face of a semiconductor chip 10 Since the rate of flow

is slow, Void 24B occurs in the place (refer to the drawing 1414 ) at which resin 24A which

flows along with 1 principal-plane lOX of a semiconductor chip 10, and resin 24A which flows

along the side face of a semiconductor chip 10 cross. On the other hand, the impurities for the

fats and oils which remains to one principal plane 20 of a substrate 20 etc. are removed in the

above-mentioned clarification process, and further, since surface roughening of the 1 principal-

plane 20X of a substrate 20 is carried out, its wettability of resin 24A is improving to 1 principal-

plane 20X of a substrate 20. For this reason, resin 24A which flows along the side face of a

semiconductor chip 10 to the place which serves as a shadow with a semiconductor chip 10 to

the direction of grouting S of resin 24A surroundings-lump-comes to be easy. Therefore, void

24B generated in the place (refer to drawing 14 ) at which resin 24A which flows along with 1

principal-plane 1OX of a semiconductor chip 10, and resin 24A which flows along the side face

of a semiconductor chip 10 cross is estranged from 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 20. Thus,

since it becomes easy to move void 24B estranged from 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 20 by
the flow of resin 24A in a resin impregnation process, as shown in drawing 15 , void 24B does

not remain in the place which serves as a shadow with a semiconductor chip 10. Void 24B
estranged from 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 becomes small gradually, moving by the

flow of resin 24, and becomes small to extent which does not cause a popcorn phenomenon at

the time of a heat cycle test.

[0049] Namely, by performing clarification processing to 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate

20, and removing the impurities for the fats and oils which remains at 1 principal-plane 20X of a
substrate 20 etc. before the process which forms the resin seal object 24 Since it surroundings-

lump-comes to be easy to the place where resin 24A which the wettability of resin 24A to 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 improves, and flows along the side face of a semiconductor

chip 10 becomes a shadow with a semiconductor chip 10 to the direction of grouting S of resin
24A, Void 24B generated in the part at which resin 24A which flows along with 1 principal-

plane 1OX of a semiconductor chip 10, and resin 24A which flows along the side face of a
semiconductor chip 10 cross is eliminated from 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20.

[0050] Moreover, since surface roughening of the front face of 1 principal-plane 20X of a
substrate 20 is carried out while the impurities for the fats and oils which remains to 1 principal-

plane 20X of a substrate 20 by performing clarification processing by the plasma cleaning

method etc. are removable, the wettability of resin 24A to 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20
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improves further. The wettability of resin 24A becomes high by making coarse the field which

becomes high and flows by removing the impurities for the fats and oils which remains to the

flowing field etc. However, although it is natural, there is a limit in wettability improvement in

the resin by surface roughening.

[0051] Next, as shown in drawing 16 (A), the letter electrode 15 of a projection is formed for

example, by the ball supplying method on the front face of the electrode pad 5 arranged at the

rear face of a substrate 20. Then, as adhesion immobilization of the substrate 20 is carried out at

the dicing sheet 25 in the condition that the resin seal object 24 which carried out package

closure faces the dicing sheet 25 and it is shown in drawing 16 (B) after that Dicing equipment

divides the resin seal object 24 and a substrate 20 into coincidence every (every product

formation field) semiconductor chip 10. According to this process, semiconductor device 1

A

shown in drawing 1 thru/or drawing 3 is completed mostly. Thus, according to this operation

gestalt, the following effectiveness is acquired.

[0052] Two or more semiconductor chips 10 mounted by keeping predetermined spacing in the

manufacture approach of semiconductor device 1A toward the long side side of one of these, and

the long side side of another side which counters from one long side side of one principal plane

20 on 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 Arrange inside the cavity 31 of the shaping metal

mold 30 with a substrate 20, and resin 24A is poured into the interior of a cavity 31 toward the

long side side of another side after that fi-om one long side side of 1 principal-plane 20X of a

substrate 20. It has the process which forms the resin seal object 24 which carries out package

closure of two or more semiconductor chips 10, and has further the process which removes the

impurity which remains to 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 by the plasma cleaning

method before the process which forms the resin seal object 24.

[0053] This removes impurities, such as a part for the fats and oils which remained to 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20, and an organic solvent. By changing into the condition of

exposing more ingredients with high wettability with resin 24A to 1 principal-plane 20X of a

substrate 20, or having detailed irregularity in 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 Wettability

of resin 24A and 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 can be made high, and exclusion of the

void in resin 24A can be promoted more by the flow accompanying impregnation of resin 24A.

Consequently, improvement in the yield of semiconductor device 1A can be aimed at.

[0054] In addition, although this operation gestalt explained the example using the substrate 20
which has the resin film 4 to 1 principal-plane 20X, if it is a resin substrate, even if it does not

have the resin film 4 in 1 principal-plane 20X, by heat treatment in a production process,

impurities, such as a part for the fats and oils contained in the resin substrate and an organic

solvent, serve as out gas, and emit.

[0055] Moreover, although this operation gestalt explained the example which used the

GARAEPO substrate as a substrate 20, this invention is effective when the substrate which

consists ofBT resin as a substrate 20 is used.

[0056] Moreover, since curvature becomes intense by hardening contraction of a resin seal object

when a resin tape is used as a substrate 20, the addition of a filler must be increased. In such a

case, for a ****** reason, the fluidity of resin becomes easy to generate a void.

[0057] (Operation gestalt 2) Drawing 17 is the typical sectional view of the semiconductor

device which is the operation gestalt 2 of this invention. As shown in drawing 17 ,

semiconductor device IB of this operation gestalt has the same composition as the above-

mentioned operation gestalt 1 fundamentally, and the following configurations differ.

[0058] That is, a glue line 12 is placed between 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 2, adhesion
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immobilization of the semiconductor chip 10 is carried out, a glue line 42 is placed between one

principal plane 10 of a semiconductor chip 10, and adhesion immobilization of the

semiconductor chip 40 is carried out. The semiconductor chip 42 is formed in flat-surface size

smaller than a semiconductor chip 10. The electrode pad 41 arranged at one principal plane of a

semiconductor chip 42 is electrically connected to the connection 3 formed in 1 principal-plane

20X of a substrate 20 through the bonding wire 43. The closure ofthe semiconductor chips 10

and 42 is carried out with the resin seal object 14.

[0059] Hereafter, manufacture of semiconductor device IB is explained using drawing 1818 and

drawing 19 . Drawing 18 and drawing 19 are the typical sectional views of ** explaining

manufacture of a semiconductor device.

[0060] First, the glue line 12 which consists of thermosetting resin of an epoxy system is formed

in the chip loading field of each product formation field of 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate

20, it is placed between a chip loading field glue line 12, and a semiconductor chip 10 is carried,

a substrate 20 is prepared and adhesion immobilization of the semiconductor chip 10 is carried

out [ heat treatment is performed, a glue line 12 is stiffened, and ] to a chip loading field after

that. In this process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 180 degrees C, the natural oxidation

film is formed in the firont face of the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor chip 10, and the fi-ont

face ofthe connection 3 of a substrate 20. Moreover, impurities, such as a part for the fats and

oils contained in the resin film 4 and an organic solvent, serve as out gas, it is emitted, and one

principal plane of a substrate 20, the front face of a connection 3, the front face of the electrode

pad 11, etc. are polluted.

[0061] Next, the glue line 42 which consists of thermosetting resin of an epoxy system is formed

in 1 principal-plane lOX of each semiconductor chip 10, and after that, a glue line 42 is placed

between 1 principal-plane 1OX of a semiconductor chip 10, a semiconductor chip 40 is carried,

and as heat treatment is performed, a glue line 42 is stiffened and it is shown in drawing 18 (A),

adhesion immobilization of the semiconductor chip 42 is carried out at a semiconductor chip 10.

In this process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 180 degrees C, the natural oxidation film

is formed in the front face of the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor chip 10, and the front face

of the connection 3 of a substrate 20. Moreover, the impurities for the fats and oils contained in

the resin film 4 etc. serve as out gas, it is emitted, and one principal plane of a substrate 20, the

front face of a connection 3, the front face of the electrode pad 11, etc. are polluted.

[0062] Next, as shown in drawing 18 (B), the impurity which remains by the plasma cleaning

method using oxygen or argon gas on the front face of the electrode pad (1 1 41) of

semiconductor chips 10 and 42 and the front face of the connection 3 of a substrate 20 is

removed.

[0063] Next, as shown in drawing 19 (A), while connecting electrically the electrode pad 1 1 of a

semiconductor chip 10, and the connection 3 of a substrate 20 by the bonding wire 13, the

electrode pad 41 of a semiconductor chip 40 and the connection 3 of a substrate 20 are

electrically connected by the bonding wire 13. In this process, since a substrate 20 is heated by
about 125 degrees C, the impurities for the fats and oils contained in the resin film 4 etc. serve as

out gas, it is emitted, and one principal plane of a substrate 20 etc. is polluted.

[0064] Next, as shown in drawing 19 (B), the impurity which remains to 1 principal-plane 20X
of a substrate 20 by the plasma cleaning method using oxygen or argon gas is removed. In this

process, since the plasma cleaning method can carry out surface roughening of the 1 principal-

plane 20X of a substrate 20, it can perform removal of an impiuity, and surface roughening of 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20.
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[0065] Next, two or more semiconductor chips 10 which positioned the substrate 20 between

punch 30A of the shaping metal mold 30, and female mold SOB, and were mounted on 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 like the above-mentioned operation gestalt, Two or more

semiconductor chips 40 by which the laminating was carried out to each semiconductor chip 10,

respectively Arrange inside the cavity 31 of the shaping metal mold 20 with a substrate 20, and

resin is poured into the interior of a cavity 3 1 from a pot 38 after that through cull 35, the Maine
runner 34, a sub-runner 33, and the gate 32. The resin seal object which carries out package

closure of two or more semiconductor chips 10 and 40 mounted in 1 principal-plane 20X of a

substrate 20 is formed.

[0066] Then, semiconductor device IB shown in drawing 17 is formed by giving the same
process as the above-mentioned operation gestalt 1. In manufacture of semiconductor device IB
of this operation gestalt, since the laminating of the two semiconductor chips (10 40) is carried

out on 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 Although it is easy to generate a void into the part

which serves as a shadow with semiconductor chips 10 and 40 to the direction of grouting S of

resin 24A The same effectiveness as the above-mentioned operation gestalt 1 is acquired by
performing clarification processing to 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 by the plasma

cleaning method in front of the process which forms a resin seal object.

[0067] (Operation gestalt 3) Drawing 20 is the typical sectional view ofthe semiconductor

device which is the operation gestalt 3 of this invention. As shown in drawing 20 ,

semiconductor device IC of this operation gestalt has the same composition as the above-

mentioned operation gestalt 2 fimdamentally, and the following configurations differ.

[0068] That is, the letter electrode 53 of a projection is placed between 1 principal-plane 2X of a
substrate 20, a semiconductor chip 50 is mounted, a glue line 12 is placed between one principal

plane of a semiconductor chip 50, and other principal planes (rear face) which counter, and

adhesion immobilization of the semiconductor chip 10 is carried out. The letter electrode 53 of a

projection is placed between electrode pad 3A arranged at 1 principal-plane 2X of a substrate 20
by the electrode pad 50 with which the semiconductor chip 50 has been arranged at the one
principal plane, and it is electrically connected to it. It fills up with the thermosetting resin 52 of

an epoxy system between the semiconductor chip 50 and the substrate 20. The electrode pad 1

1

of a semiconductor chip 10 is electrically connected to the connection 3 of a substrate 20 through

the bonding wire 13. The closure ofthe semiconductor chips 50 and 10 is carried out with the

resin seal object 2.

[0069] Hereafter, manufacture of semiconductor device IC is explained using drawing 2121 and
drawing 22 . Drawing 21 and drawing 22 are the typical sectional views of ** explaining

manufacture of a semiconductor device.

[0070] First, a substrate 20 is prepared, the letter electrode 53 of a projection is fused in the

condition of having intervened the letter electrode 53 of a projection after that between electrode

pad 3A arranged to the chip loading field of each product formation field of 1 principal-plane

20X of a substrate 20, and the electrode pad 51 arranged at one principal plane of a

semiconductor chip 50, and a semiconductor chip 51 is movmted in each product formation field

of one principal plane of a substrate 20. In this process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about

205 degrees C, the natural oxidation film is formed in the front face of the connection 3 of a

substrate 20. Moreover, the impurity of a part for the fats and oils contained in the resin film 4
*:ic:tc:icHcpic*4c*4c

gcrvcs as out gas, it is emitted, and one principal plane of a substrate 20, the

front face of a connection 3, etc. are polluted.

[0071] Next, it is filled up with the thermosetting resin 52 of an epoxy system between a
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semiconductor chip 50 and a substrate 20, and after that, heat treatment is performed and

thermosetting resin 52 is stiffened. In this process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 150

degrees C, the natural oxidation film is formed in the front face of the connection 3 of a substrate

20. Moreover, the impurity of a part for the fats and oils contained in the resin film 4 and
********** serves as out gas, it is emitted, and one principal plane of a substrate 20, the front

face of a connection 3, etc. are polluted.

[0072] Next, the glue line 42 which consists of thermosetting resin of an epoxy system is formed

in the rear face of each semiconductor chip 50, and after that, a glue line 10 is placed between

the rear face of a semiconductor chip 50, a semiconductor chip 10 is carried, and as heat

treatment is performed, a glue line 10 is stiffened and it is shown in drawing 21 (A), adhesion

immobilization of the semiconductor chip 42 is carried out at a semiconductor chip 10. In this

process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 180 degrees C, the natural oxidation film is

formed in the front face ofthe electrode pad 11 of a semiconductor chip 10, and the front face of

the connection 3 of a substrate 20. Moreover, the impurities for the fats and oils contained in the

resin film 4 etc. serve as out gas, it is emitted, and one principal plane of a substrate 20, the front

face of a connection 3, the front face of the electrode pad 11, etc. are polluted.

[0073] Next, as shown in drawing 21 (B), the impurity which remains by the plasma cleaning

method using oxygen or argon gas on the front face of the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor

chip 10 and the front face of the connection 3 of a substrate 20 is removed.

[0074] Next, as shown in drawing 22 (A), the electrode pad 1 1 of a semiconductor chip 10 and

the connection 3 of a substrate 20 are electrically connected by the bonding wire 13. In this

process, since a substrate 20 is heated by about 125 degrees C, the impurities for the fats and oils

contained in the resin film 4 etc. serve as out gas, it is emitted, and one principal plane of a

substrate 20 etc. is polluted.

[0075] Next, as shown in drawing 22 (B), the impurity which remains to 1 principal-plane 20X
of a substrate 20 by the plasma cleaning method using oxygen or argon gas is removed. In this

process, since the plasma cleaning method can carry out surface roughening of the 1 principal-

plane 20X of a substrate 20, it can perform removal of an impurity, and surface roughening of 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20.

[0076] Next, two or more semiconductor chips 50 which positioned the substrate 20 between

punch 30A of the shaping metal mold 30, and female mold 30B, and were mounted on 1

principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 like the above-mentioned operation gestalt. Two or more

semiconductor chips 10 by which the laminating was carried out to each semiconductor chip 50,

respectively Arrange inside the cavity 31 of the shaping metal mold 20 with a substrate 20, and

resin is poured into the interior of a cavity 31 from a pot 38 after that through cull 35, the Maine

runner 34, a sub-runner 33, and the gate 32. The resin seal object which carries out package

closure of two or more semiconductor chips 50 and 10 mounted in 1 principal-plane 20X of a

substrate 20 is formed.

[0077] Then, semiconductor device IC shown in drawing 20 is fornied by giving the same

process as the above-mentioned operation gestalt 1. In manufacture of semiconductor device IC
of this operation gestalt, since the laminating of the two semiconductor chips (50 10) is carried

out on 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 Although it is easy to generate a void into the part

which serves as a shadow with semiconductor chips 50 and 10 to the direction of grouting S of

resin 24A The same effectiveness as the above-mentioned operation gestalt 1 is acquired by
performing washing processing to 1 principal-plane 20X of a substrate 20 by the plasma cleaning

method in front of the process which forms a resin seal object.
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[0078] As mentioned above, although invention made by this invention person was concretely

explained based on said operation gestalt, as for this invention, it is needless to say for it to be

able to change variously in the range which is not limited to said operation gestalt and does not

deviate from the summary. For example, this invention is applicable to the manufacturing

technology of the semiconductor device ofCSP structure. Moreover, this invention is applicable

to the manufacturing technology of the semiconductor device ofMCM structure which mounted
two or more semiconductor chips on the substrate.

[0079]

[Effect of the Invention] It will be as follows ifthe effectiveness acquired by the typical thing

among invention indicated in this application is explained briefly. According to this invention,

improvement in the yield of a semiconductor device can be aimed at.

[Translation done.]
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fll©aA:^lS](C»L<-C3<M L-r S C i «:#8![if -5^1^

[ if*iH 2 2 ] m^m 1 3 fcie»g©i|i«(*^g©8{j»

gi<!:-rs*»f*jis©$i3i*ffi. 40

csi*a 2 3 ] 1 3 icano^i^iksomm

[mm 2 4 3 SI^JI 1 3 {ClBit©**<*KS©S!IS

ft±f*sc/friBSis?rmfBS¥^f*?- ym^c^mti,
JMimtcc 1 4#git<t^^,i|i«(*i^s©$i3im 50

2002-1 10721
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[ ifstcS 2 5 ] Sg©-±ffi±«:BciiB-£ffl©m 1

2

ffli 6 Bi(ia» 1 nm- ^.ii 2 ianjccisj^^ -> -cffg©

raps^Bt^m^s tifcai»©» 1mw^ ^-ft.m

©rtSPKiSgL/, -e©f^. iJiB=¥ + t^T- -f ©rtg[5ccirie

a«©-^iso» 1 afflij*^6» 2 2ffj(ci6j!!p onsm^r

s«c. iiriei»)!i«±(*?r0/!S-rsxg©fr«:, BfriaBS

©-OfficejSg-r^:F*«:a?:^*-rSIg*«AfcC i

[ 2 6 ] it^JB 2 5 ccie4£©i|y»(*^IS©Si)i

fJi3S«©-iEtc^S-rs:^l«!^*^4T*I1ita:7'

7 ;^V 4"j -- > i^ffi-cif ^ c i -ri^mwm.

{ ft^Jl 2 7 ] »S©-±ffi±«:ff5B-Sffi©ll 1 a
mt^hmUm 1 2i)Ft(Sj-r-2.l^2 j2HIIiC[SjA:>-5-cmS©

r^PS?:MC^r*K3tlfcjll^©mi42i«:3=--:'7-<i:. b5

©rtsufciagL/. -eom. friB+ i- t-f ^ ©rtsraie
««©-aiS©a 1 2(M*i6m 2 ffljlJCC|6i*> ^ -Ci^fll*

MK> itriB#igw±f*^rff^fiS-rsx!M©t5iK, fjieafi

{mm 2 8 ] 2 7 (cfeis©i|i^«:«B©s?jg

4lf«<b -r i.#«i*sig©S{jg:^ffio

[|6i|«©B¥iHeAj:Si?S]

[000 1 3

[^Hj©)i-rsmR^ji!i3 *!if*i^g©»@

[00023
[fif*©Siil5] *«<tSg©S!i3tK:tec^-c«. S«©-
a=®±(C^^$*l/caSt©^^{*5^ 1 rXDmfim

8-107161 #<RfR (iRSoXiSil; 1 ) 3e{>'tC#P^2 0

0 0- 1 2 57 sn^n {^msimz > tcga^snn^
5. Sfc. iito:Ai!ii:itc»-f§«±-r4<«)i8«jt<*4ij«
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10003]

ffil^fc.

[0 00 4] 023TbMS2 6«. f^*<Di|i«»S|g©

ej)ii«±f**ji5^-rsi^©i»iii©!sn=&^i-s ((a)

(B) v&i, mz
37!i502 etcfel^r. 6 0ttafi> 6 0X(S:S«6 0

O-iE. 6 1 ii^mt^^ -y y\ 6 2 «fiS?f5^. 6 2

AWfi!9^#S6 2 6 2 B WJiJaK^S! 6 2 <DT

S, 6 3 1- ff- ^ . 6 4«y-f-, 6 5^*7>:^

6 6aiT'-i>h, 6 7A«fflflg, 6 7 Bttd^-f

[0 00 5] F-^>X7r • *"Jl'F-ft«±*5!:«.

»«?:Wr-5.^^••7•y-i/^fS©BGA (B.an Grid A
array) S*#^SIg. G S P (C.hip S.ize P.ackaqe

XtJChip S.ca1e P.ackaqe) M^i^im^WkK.

s«6o^m^^/-cj6. mmoicmm^tircmm(D^=¥-

[0006] h7>X7T - K-}S«±*S-C
(*, |llEICC7iR-rJ:'5(C. +tt7=--^63. y-h64.

- h 6 4 ^rii 1/r+ •( f ^ 6 3 cDrtSUccaAS tl*.

[0007] »«6 0 t LXit.

3®¥ffiJf?««>gMJt^i^cS. COlg^. ^-ctTT^^

6 3 0rtgU©^i|?{Ctofco-ClSfli6 7 A*Jii3-{C3Sa3

nsJ:^«:. +1-1^7-^ 6 3©m»«:*ti^|-rS2o0g

oy-h6 4ASt9:W^nSfc«). ^816 7 A«. +f f
7" -f 6 3 ©l^aJKSS 6 0 <0-:^<D&Smitft^mfi(D&

[0 00 8] c©j:^.K:L/r=^i' •/ 6 sortSPfca

A3nfc8i)ii6 7A«. ll2 37!iSEI2 5{C7n1-j;^CC

Sffi 6 0©—:^©SaiJ*i 6ffi:^F©gi22IW{C|fil3!i^ r nSt

n. 02 6JC^-rJ:^tC+-|.tf^-* 6 3©rtS|5{C^$

[000 9] tC^V. +i'l^7^^6 3©rtSPiC?£A3

n/tttJflt 6 7 A f*. y :7"6 1 ©-SffiSCffliJffi

(4) #1^2 00 2- 1 1 0 72 1

6

vS-^riiSnsefBge 7 A»¥^^5^ 7*6 l RaccffiiajA

s^mmy-f6 l©-SffiiCfS-5Ti3£*T,S^fl|6

7Att#^f*^5;7-6 lCCj:-:,-CSEn?:Wtf^n'5fc

J; 0 C ©/c*> ^|^^{*9^ 7"6 1 ©-S

fcrSorgKna^fli6 7Ai*!33:to-5BFf (02 5#m)
•C.-KW K6 7B*5#I4T.S. <:©ij<-r F6 7B«, ^fl§

aAjaetcfct^tsjflie 7 A©jjS*xicj:o-ti^«iL^c*s

10 6^^^{c/^3 < #fll6 I A©aA*isJSK:>Fft

ti(i*i*?'^7-6 1(CJ;^-CS;4^c5b^ (02 6#^)

Jl-Kffi-CB^ ttffli©^«*ii(^Tl//cf^, aAa#©E;^J:

[0010] mm>^<mxn. i (mi^s - 1 o 7 1 e

20 m'lM) fciJ. *5t«gI5©3%44Ei5<'^i9;it.-C>

[0011] I-7>;^7t •^-Jl'FS^JSffl-r-Sig-^

fc«. ^Bg©?Iti(3:y-FA>6©aAK:j:-3r=i>FD

-;i'3ti.54>©-c*s. e-nj9)ii{c, f-vmn^h

©fffl. +i'l^f-^*©^Sl*XT'<>F*^e.SIK^fSC

[00 12] OA^L/. F5'>X:7t • *-;bF^{Cte(,»

CB. m^^<mixifi^ '^vmii.'iX-m.i^^mk^
x^f-'pv'&^^mAy. *fc«t»jii©aAjia=&fs<-r5

[00l3]{JfoT> F7>;^7t • *-;i'Fffi(ctei»

40 r«. m(cg^i'y14©(£i,»!^?rfcgffltSctKj:-3

r. Mi©ttAjag©t^fig%»itait. F©^tji*

[ 0 0 1 4 ] M±Sill©iiie{bW«: «rfi

fcttm©l»lgmS5!«:¥«(*?-"^7'Aifil,>ig»{£:L/. «l

^raWiOr. ;'cfi©7^^- (mB8 0%Ji(±) ?r

Wlh^llitcg^tlL/ciS^KB. FW4 LT^^yit
©ffiti^^jfMb/cii^-c^). 7 ^ 7-©i?mc^-or

50 f^i'Vtt«iS<i&orL/S 0/c«>. ^K-f F©Slfji*?:
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[00 151 ifc. :i<-;'7^^>^a(Cfc(,»rtt. ^~J7-

coo 1 6] CCDj:^>a:CiA>6. h7>;^7T-*-

[ 0 0 1 7 ] ^cr, :$.mn^m\t. 02 6 OCthTJ:

jK-f K 6 7 0©-ili«Cg^Mbr^ffL
rt^SCiAiP.. «ffi6 0CD-iaK>lt-r-5^fltB7 A

[0018] :$:^?g©SWtt. 4i=if*«gCD^SS iJ©

WS©ieaiRiyfg5{=fHMK J: oTW 6, *»{c%ar*^

[00 19]

[Sgi4^9fr'S/ci6©^S] *»cfcc^rg3^K$n2.

I6W©^ ^, f^«fl<3)S4>©©SltS*ffi#(CBftBJ^tl«>

( 1 ) ««©-^ffl±tcfiBE-iH©il 1 2»6fris
m 1 2i»[S]-ram2iZHMtc[o|*^or^S©K|5g*St^

}^#ffi©+i'fcff--r©rt3i5{ci2gt. ^<oik. mm-^
A ©F«9a5{CBiFiaa«©-iffi©|^ l 2{|i]*^6m2i2

tc. H«iBi»sii*±<*=&j^^i-sxg©B!rcc, Boias«©

-^Mtc^s-r *^f«!^%i^*-rsxa^ii^fcc i *
!^i-r4*^<*^g©«ji*ffi-c4.a. friBase©-

[0020] ( 2 ) aK©-iffi±ccB!rie-iffi©^ i

ja»e.HU5ai^ 1 jai>pt[Si-r^.m2fflWcfS]*ioT^^

©r«flPi^®i,^rii^$tifcajR©i|^iS!(*?- 7 -/^iriea

«tftK:fiEffJ^S©+-f tf-fOrtgPKiBgt, ^©
f^. Hui2+f ff--f ©rtgPKmiieas©-i®©mia
ffliJ*>6ii2affl>J{cito*»-5rffi)!i*ftAO-r. Boiesis©

MK. |irl2<Sflltil±(*?rJgR£taiS©i[(C.

ff52S«©-iE{ciBffi^fcjea=&j6-rig*if^/tc t

(5) ^$112 00 2 - 1 1 0 72 1

8

[0 02 1 ]

]S6©JgSS?:SMiiBK:giW-rS. fete. l6W©*]5S©jeSI=&

t5i??-rafcJ6©^ii(cfoi^r. iH)-^te;£wr2.fe©»

[0022] (SliSm^ 1 ) imW&^-Q\X. B GAM

( (A) tt^JliM±«c4l^*L/tt^c.SI©«^W

10 ¥850. (B) « (A) ©a-ai^fCja^^^Brffl

n) -c^o. S2B01 (B) (o-^m.-k.ucm.m

[ 0 0 2 3 ] E 1 SO'il2 tc^t j: 5 {C> *JUfi?^,1l©

*iS<^lll Att. £(C. (i3*g»«) 2.

0. 1t?gt©*>7='^>i'7'<i'l 3. «}flll*±

i* 1 4 S0=1g?^©?^e«JSffi 1 5 b.Ur,

Cl»S. i|i3g<*5^-y^l 0RV«^©sK>7'-f vy-^-f

i'13«. S})igt}±*l 4(cj;-:>-rit±3nri»s.

[0 0 2 4] ¥^^?- >:/l Ott. SK2©Sl,4C>Ff|Sl

20 -ra-iS (9^ 2X&C>*ffe©£iS (Sffi)

2 Y©^ ^©-£®2 XCC««M 1 2 ^^&L/TS«@
S$nri,^€>. 7' 1 0©¥EJf5W*M5^*r

yi!^hfs.i,^^mm^t. c®^i£^i*»s©(5is§jfj)iE®

Msa^i. c©^iiS2^*s^.j:^Ko-cjg^$n

30 [002 5] *^f*3^ :/ 1 0 JCW, «ffilHllS<b L/TtlfJ

[0026] ^^m^f- 7 1 0 ©si>{c*tisi-r

(IHSgfJijSM) 1 0XSO'fte©Sffi (Kffi) C^^©-
±ffl 1 0 XCC«> (*3^ 7' 1 0 ©ii-glH©Sj2(CjS

•:>ra»©^^^•^' F (jKVt^-^ >i^v<-^ F) 1 l*sj^

fiSSnri^So C©^f!®mS>'^:; K 1 l©^^tt> ¥
40 *f*5^ 7- 1 0 0^)iS2^JS© 5 ^©g±li©121811 fC

M{CSSI$ilt:i,>S, fflt^[©mfii''^••;' Kl !©*<?«>

mtf, T;I/5-'i'A (A 1 ) SXK7JU5-'5A^
s??©#sM-cffM3 nri, » I)

.

[0027] S«2«. i¥){fflCC0^pl,TI,»!&l,»*l.

IS. 2imiS©^^4liy^«^fi*3/i:^)iiBi^t8^4^Co

rc^S. &il6Mt)aB{fi]^«:</7XtSiNlCCi;i<:^^'>3f.©ffl

Ht^miiigl (Cu) ;5>6^cS^)lMrjeRX$*iri>

50 SS2©¥SJ^tt«*je4*-C}K^$n. *SI]S6J^?J
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[0028] Stg2(D-i®2X(C«, *©g±e©^

[0 0 2 9] s«2©sffi2Y{c«, ^(DmTm<omm

j^'j K5©^E*stH-r-sm*iJKf!£snri^4. tssi

[003 0] ass[©?^iflttmffi 1 5«, mm(omm2

>7'-Cff?fi£$n-CC»-So 20

[003 1 ] mm±»i 4<o^mjmit:^m)fcmis.

[0032] ^mit^ •y:/\0 ©-^ffi 1 0 Xicms$

*:A-L-rs«2©-iffi2 X(cg2s:§nfc«i^©}gm

[00 33] mm^tw 1 4 2 ©?fJfJt^ xt*

mm- i o -cfc 0 . t^sii*±f* 1 4nuw^ 2 ©fflij

{Cff^©5fl|li%gt,>ril^$nfc«^©4^^ft:?- 7* 1

[ 0 0 3 4 ] s

3

{t:^mmmo:>-4Mwm^ 1 a©i?j&

iCffil,i6nS»«©«iCfl^¥®S-C*0. I14«E3©
-^^m^i>fcimmwmmvm. i35a04©b-

[0 03 5] la 3 7!)Mia 5 tc^-r J: ^{c. as (Be«a

tel,^-C«<9iJAlfgMJT-ff5fiX§nTt^.2>o S«2 0©-
iffi 2 0X(C». M?^©iiDl.5^fiSMJIi 50

2002-1 10721
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2 2!!>iffS©fflPi%gt»t:tfFtJttK:iegsnri^?.. s
iaD°D}&^!S«|l|(2 2 IC«9^ :/^«S«|i|t2 2 *ii3gSn.

i©«tcieg$tiT(,>*, #sfpjfj^M^2 2©flifiS

Sffi2i|Sl^©«fiSi^j:ot:i^^. IP^, S«2 0

o-iffl2 0X{c«-eo^ffl«:to/cot:«Blfll (4) AJ

SMSn. -Sffi2 0X<!:J*|S]TSf6©Sffi (Kffi)

^^©^ffiJCtoftioTfflfllJS (6) *5jfJfiji;gnTl»S,

^te. ^m^xifi^mm2Zki. «S2 0 4^«j-r*/t«)

©^iStMi^*:^L/-cs:c»(c!atnfctfc®-cEgsnri»

[ 0 0 3 6 ] 0 6 «*llteJfJ®.©*«ft^S 1 A ©iJiS

[0 03 7] E1671jSll8(C7KTj: -sec, )SffJ#S3 0

+ ff- -r 3 K «IS©y- h 3 2 .
g?gr©-<f

>:>--3 3. ^g^©^-^>7>:^-3 4. lt?^©*JU3

5. jiife7>t-3 6, js»©xr'^>h3 7. liia©

:i<"y h 3 8RJ>'S«^*)(JIJ|S3 9^;S:ii^-CI,^.S, 3 1

-37 O^m^mtlMd, 0 A CCSl^f 38-39
©S1«fi)ESPWTMCc|9:t:fe>n-Cl,i5. +tfcrf-/3 7S
ufwmmmiZ 9 ©^ffi^masis 2 0 <D^mmw.c

0A©^t>•^^ffi*>6gg3:&(S]Cca^c^,^5, «ls^ttM
«3 9ttTS3 0 B©^^^^iiI*>6as^:^r(SJ{cii^r^,>

[003 8] fiSJ^^SS 0 (Ctel^-C. ^flg». Jj« » h 3

8*:>6*JU35. ^'^>^>:^-34> 1^-7'^>:^-3

3:RO*y-h3 243iOr+ f 3 1 ©f»9g|J{caA

3^5. aiS:©y- h3 2«. ^^^i-l^f--! 6 3©rtSB©

7-^ 3 i©5:t,Hc>Pttc>-rs2-o©fii2©5^©—:^©g

3 1 ©rtSStc. +-f h^f-^ 3 1 ©-*©sa»6ffe:^f
©fti2§){C[Sj*^-,raASnS. 1tSS!©iT-<> h 3 7

y- h 3 2 *sias3nfc+ f trf -f 3 1 ©-:^©ft

[ 0 0 3 9 ] ^>c{c. ^wBmoi^^mm. 1 a©^^
tcot^r, a9 7IiME 1 6*ffll^-ClJi?g-r-2.o 0 9, g|

1 0 . H 1 1 S^-S 1 6 «*»<*Sg©iifi^8ftB«f -5

fc*©«S;e^K®S-C*f3, 01 27!»M01 5»h5>

mmo^fi^TTstm ( (a) a^^w^sa. (b) »

[0 04 0] ij-r. 0 3(c^s-rs^2 o=i:ts(iS-rs. -jk

tc, as 2 0©-is 2 0 xo^usiB^mmo^ -j -f
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®a?riSb-Cg«)ll 2^Mfc3#r. S9 (A) {ciK

r J; ^ , y ymmmmic^m^^ i o

IS-r?). C©XgfCtet»r, Sfi2 0«^;iti 1 5 0

•C@g{cJ)nJSl3 i|yi<*5^ 5- >^ 1 0 ©^S^^•

K 1 1 (DmmRumm 2 0 ©iSi^gp 3 ©Rffitc a «SK{b

n. »S2 0©-£ffl2X. Si^gB3©^ffiSi>mA
•:; Kl l©«ffi^*i?§^$tl.J,.

[0 04 1] 'Xfc. 139 (B) K:nR-rJ:^fc. -^^f*^
r'" 1 0 ©nffi/N- F 1 1 <mmRum^ 2 0 ©sa^sp

t^fc77 X-7 i7 1; - > i/Srtf ^

.

[0 04 2] -AiC. miO (A) {Cn^TJ;e>tC,

0©mffi>'-«-;' Kl 1 i»«2 0©Si^3i4 20

!j<>-f -r >i/'7-i'i'i 3r«aw{cSiai-rs. c©ig
K:tei»T > ^iii*g^ y 7" 1 0 ©mfiH^^• y K 1 1 (DmmR

«! 2 5-csgfcj)i]ii$n5fc*. i»)iii«4K:$*nr

iifcWi5}Ra'*«?§ji^©^|i6itai65r h i IS r>

Tffiffl^n, Sffi2o©-^ffi2oxi?*i?^^sn?,.

C©X^fCte(,>r, 8«2 0©-iffi2 OXtca 30

!a©^l^(*?5'7'i oj>^«sns.
[0 04 3] ;X{C> 131 0 (B) «C/T^-rJ;^>lC, »«2
0©-i® 2 0 K»^i!is4ifi b -c. as 2 0©-is
2 0 x^m^bxi>hmm^Rifmmm<D^miif^.ii

ft)il^^©^tt!^*l»S-c^^ift{c. as2 0

©-iffi2 ox©affiSfflffi^fcTrsc i*s-c*s.

( 0 0 4 4 ] ^j>:fc, HI lK:^S-rj;^fC, ^JfJ^SSO
©±M 3 0 A iTM3 0 B t<Dmi'Z.W&.2 0 >£feS^A 10

L/. S«2 0©-£ffl2 0X±{c||||Sn/cl8!K!©*3l
^^-^7"1 0*SS2 0i^{C^Jf5^M2 0©+-f ff-

^ 3 lOrtSBCClgg-T'S, C®lfi?, SS2 0«T^3 0

BK:i9:w e.nycSS^iSMJi(3 9 ccgfits n^s.

[0 04 5] iJ^i'hSS^ife. *;l'3 5.

7>:^-3 4. •t>-7'^>:^-3 SROfy- h 3 2=&at
r f f 7^ ^ 3 1 ©F^gptcmtii^+i^.^Oi^Sl^btt

»flB*aAl/r. S«2 0©-SaB2 0XK:|^§nA:

iBmti. 50

!^g3200 2- 1 1 072 1
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[0 04 6 ] C:©X?i{Ctel,^-C, mi 2<^w^-rj:^K..

+ fcfr- ^ 3 1 ©rtg|5©^l|!i(Cb/co-r«i}H&2 4 AA^J^

-(c^ai$ti§J:^iK. «<^-f tff-^ 3 logixcssfisj-r

-52o©s2©'5-^©—:&©satcaor^ia©y- h

3 i©rtspccas2 0©-:(3©fii2flijA>e.f4:i?©ftia«ij

{cifiiAioraASns. c©^. ij^ft^^s*:/! o«.

SC^K^tlSj-rS 2o©2*i« 2 4 A©ttA*l^ StcS*

L-ra ft ccs«s-r6IBSi ->r I »i

,

[0047 ] + + tff -f 3 I©rtgBK:j4A3nfc^lll2

4 At*. SI 27i)SHi 4^c^^rj;5^csS2 0©-:^r

©Sj2fj*^6fi&:?3©SiaiiiKci6]A^-:>rcEn. m 5(c^

rj:^)tc+ + f f-^ 3 l©f*3gWC5t«3nS,

[0048]+ + 1^7- v3 l©rtgBK:aA3nfc<Sli2

4 A », 5^ vzflo ©-iffi 1 0 X s:>'fflifficc?s

o-CSiiinS. #»#5=- 7' 1 0 ©-.±E 1 0 XSO'WIH

fcrs-:>rsgns«fli2 4A«i|i^ft^?^5»7*i or^fcjjsn

jAt? 5^ 7- 1 0 ©-Sffi 1 0 X (c?& -3 r
5S}J§2 4 A«^l^«if*f- 7 7' 1 0 ©iUffiscrSoTSSns

1SHI2 4 A J: 0 t>jJiia3!)iai^fc*. 1 0 ©
-£S 1 0 XK:?&-:>-C2JKn«Wlll2 4 Ai*3l»?^ y zf

1 0©ffii)M{C?9orii£ni,tSBI2 4Ai*i?ibS3T (0
1 4#M) •C!j<'f K2 4 B;!i5^a^.S, 0

©-£ii 2 0 im^timki!moT-m>i\tmmomw
xnicfec^misnrteD. ii{cs^2 o©-iffi2
0X«ifIffift3iT,-rir»Sft:J&> «fe2 0©-iffl20X
{c*tL/rtt}lil2 4A©»ni4*i|Si±i/rt,^6. c©fc

Mi 2 4 A©aA:^ifi] s{c>pt tr4i3l^*^ ^ 7*
i o

{cj; -:>ri5 i ^i: -S^Cc^^i*?^ 1 0 ©ffl)ffi(c?8or

iiSn^lS)ii2 4A*i®'3ji*»<^c^. fi£-3t:>

0©-iffll 0X(Cf3rj-CSiEnSfiiJJi2 4Ai
•;, :/l 0©(Ii|ffi{C?S-5roiEn*«}fll2 Akti)^

ttt>m m 1 4#M) -de^ofc^-/ k 2 4 bbs®
2 0©-Sffi2X35^6iatffl3n'5, C©J;^fcSS2 0

©-£ffl 2 X*^ 6Sira Lfc^-f K 2 4 B i*. «jfl§aAjS

fi(cteti-C«}fl|2 4 A©iiEn«c J: ori^ttUK )5:S/c

a 1 5 (c^t J: -5 tc, 0(c4:ori5

iaSSiJCttj}^^ F2 4B«58#L/ai,^. 0©-
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